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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. It is meant to correct the proof of a 
part of the Main Theorem of [8] as well as to present a comparatively short 
direct proof of the whole Main Theorem. 
(A) In [8] the proof of proposition 1 is false. It will turn out that the 
contents of the Main Theorem, as given in [8], remain unaffected and we give 
the corrected proof of part 3)e) of the Main Theorem in § 2. 
(B) In § 3 we give a streamlined self-contained proof of the rest of the Main 
Theorem. It is much shorter than the original proof as given in [4], [5], [6] 
and [7]. 
All groups in this paper are finite. Notations, conventions, definitions are 
taken from [1] and [2]. For the convenience of the reader we recall the contents 
of the Main Theorem as stated in [8]. 
§ 1. By definition a group Tis said to be a minimal non-M-group, if all proper 
sections of T are monomial (i.e. any irreducible complex representation f such 
a section is induced by a one-dimensional representation f a subgroup of that 
section) and if T itself is not monomial. 
MAIN THEOREM ([81). Let G be a solvable minimal non-M-group. Then the 
fol lowing properties hoM. 
1) G contains a normal extra special r-subgroup F for  some prime r, such that 
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F/Z(F) is a chief section of  G, and such that Z(F) c_ Z(G). I f  r = 2, then F 
is not dihedral; i f  r~  2, then Exp F= r. 
2) The Fitting subgroup F(G) of  G is equal to F i f  r ,2 ,  and F (G)=CYF  if  
r = 2. Here C is a cyclic (possibly trivial) 2-group. Moreover C ¢_ Z(G) and 
F( G) = Co(F/Z(F) . 
3) G/F(G) is isomorphic to precisely one of the following groups. 
a) cyclic of  odd prime order, different from r, 
b) cyclic of  order 4, provided that r -  3 (mod 4), 
c) quaternion of  order 8, provided that r -  1 (mod 4), 
d) = (x, u[x 4 = 1 = u k, xux-  1 = u-  1 ), provided that r -  1 (mod 4) and that k 
is an odd prime different from r, and ordk(r)= odd, 
e) dihedral of  order 2s, s odd prime, provided that r = 2 and ords(2) = odd. 
Conversely, any group G satisfying 1), 2) and 3) is a solvable minimal non-M- 
group. By [4] minimal non-M-groups exist of  any type described in 3). 
AS TO THE PROOF. It turned out that, after the completion of the papers [4], 
[5], [6] and [7], only the case r = 2 (i.e. the assertions 3)a) and 3)e)) waited for 
solution. We give that proof in § 2, while in § 3 a streamlined proof of the rest 
of the Main Theorem will be presented based on some results of § 2 and of [3]. 
§ 2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM FOR r=2, CASE :~3)a) 
Reminding the reader to the papers [3], [4] we have to classify the solvable 
groups K satisfying the following conditions imultaneously. 
Let G be a group such that 
1) the Fitting quotient group G/F(G) is isomorphic to K, 
2) K and all of its subgroups are monomial, 
3) F(G) = CF, where F is a normal extra special 2-subgroup of G, but not 
dihedral of order 8, C a (possibly trivial) 2-group, COF= Z(F), C= Z(G), 
F(G) = C6(F/Z(F)), 
4) G/F(G) operates irreducibly on F/Z(F) by "conjugation", 
5) Let H/F(G) ¢ { 1 } be a proper subgroup of G/F(G). Then it holds that for 
any non-trivial minimal normal subgroup L/Z(F)  of H/Z(F),  contained in 
F/Z(F), the group L is abelian, 
6) K '= O2,(K ) #: { 1 }, K/K '  is a non-trivial cyclic 2-group, 
7) any abelian normal subgroup of K is cyclic of odd order, 
8) [F: ~z2]- 1 (mod 2), where D z= Dz2(e), e a primitive [K[2,-root of unity. 
According to [3], the above properties can be translated into the representation 
theory of finite groups, more especially into a module theoretical language. 
Thus we have to classify the groups K such that 
all conditions 1) ... . .  8) are fulfilled for K 
and such that 
9) there exists a non-singular symplectic faithful irreducible ~ZK-module M, 
and 
10) any irreducible UZH-submodule of M is totally isotropic for any proper 
subgroup H of K. 
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The points 9) and 10) are easily deduced from the points 1) .... ,8) following 
the lines in § 1 of [4]. We call the whole bunch of conditions 1) .....  10) 
Hypothesis A. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K satisfy Hypothesis A. Then the following holds. 
a) K has a unique maximal normal subgroup N. lts index [K:N] is 2 and 
M~¢= WSc Wt, for any teK \N ,  where Wand Wt are non-isomorphic faithful 
irreducible l:N-modules which are totally isotropic, whence dual to each other. 
b) I f  H,~K, He_N, then both W H and (Wt) H are homogeneous faithful 
riCH-modules. 
c) The center Z(N) of N is non-trivial, cyclic of odd order, inverted by 
t E K \N ,  and Z(N) contains every abe#an ormal subgroup of K. 
PROOF. a) This is just the contents of the lemmas 2.8 and 2.10 of [3] in 
connection to condition 6). 
b) This follows the observations made on the pages 363 and 364 of [4]. 
c) By 7), any abelian normal subgroup A of Kis cyclic of odd order. Hence 
by 6), K/CK(A) is not only abelian, but even a cyclic 2-group. Since now 
[A] = 1 (mod 2), K= CK(A) would lead to W A -~ (WI)A, and using 8), that A 
would be represented trivially on both W and Wt. This is not true, so 2 divides 
[K/CK(A) t and WA~(Wt)A follows. Since WA is homogeneous and as I z is a 
splitting field for A, parts a) and b) yield A c_ Z(N) and CK(A) = N. Further- 
more, as WA~(Wt)A, any t~K\N inver ts  Z(N). I[ 
We now proceed with the classification. It will be proved that theorem 2 
holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let K satisfy all the conditions of Hypothesis A. Then K is 
isomorphic to a dihedral group of order 2s, for some odd prime s. (It follows 
then from 8) that ords(2) = odd.) 
PROOF. We use the maximal normal subgroup N of K, as featuring in 
Proposition 1. 
(a) Let N be nilpotent. Then its Sylow 2-subgroup O2(N) is equal to {1}, 
for N has a faithful irreducible module W over a field of characteristic 2. If N 
is abelian, then Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of 10) and Proposition 1.c). 
See also the pages 110 and 111 of [8]. If N is not abelian, then Proposition 1.c) 
implies that Nhas nilpotency class 2. This follows from P. Hall's classification 
of those nilpotent groups whose characteristic abelian subgroups are all cyclic; 
see [2], Theorem III.13.10. Hence {1}--/:N'c_Z(N). By 6)and Proposition 1.a) 
this means that N~_K'9_N' and that N/K'  is a 2-group. But here IN t -  1 
(rood 2), so N= K'= O2,(K). Since N is the only maximal normal subgroup of 
K, an involution teK \N  must invert N/N'  and hence it centralizes N' c_ Z(N). 
This argument comes from a theorem of Zassenhaus, viz. [2], Theorem 
III.13.4. Since now N'~{1},  we therefore have reached a contradiction to 
Proposition 1.c). Hence Theorem 2 holds if N is nilpotent. 
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(b) Assume now that N is not nilpotent. Then there exists some odd prime 
p such that a Hall p'-subgroup L of Op, p,(N) acts non-trivially on Op(N). 
(Here, by definition, Op, p,(N)/Op(N)= Op,(N/Op(N))). Hence Op(N) is not 
abelian by Proposition 1.c) and [Op(N), L] :~ { 1 }. Thus Op, p,(N) = LOp(N). 
Such an L does always exist as N is solvable (by its monomiality). Let 
E= [Op(N),L]. Then we claim that 
a) E is a normal extra special p-subgroup of K, contained in N, 
fl) L is a p'-subgroup of N such that LE~K,  
y) Z(E) c_ Z(N), 
fi) E= [E, LI. 
Indeed, let g~K. Then [Op(N),L]g= [Op(N),L g] = [Op(N),L e] = [Op(N),L], 
where e e Op(N)c_ Op, p,(N) is such that Le=Lg; notice, that this is the Schur- 
Zassenhaus theorem 1.18.1 of [2] applied on Op, p,(N). Thus E,~K, E~N.  
Since Op(N) has all its characteristic abelian subgroups cyclic and central, 
P. Hall's theorem III.13.10 of [2] tells us that Op(N)=CYD, where 
C=Z(Op(N)) is now a cyclic normal subgroup of N, whence central and 
characteristic in N, so that D is an extra special p-subgroup of exponent p (the 
characteristicity of D in Op(N) is easy to verify, so D<~K). Hence 
E = [Op(N), L] = [D, L] c_ D. Suppose E is abelian. Then, by E,~K, Proposition 
1.c) gives Ec_ Z(N). So L acts trivially on D/Z(D), and also on Z(D)c_ Z(N), 
as Lc_N. Hence [D,L]={1} by Burnside's theorem III.3.18 of [2]. This 
contradicts [Op(N),L]~{1}. Hence E is a non-abelian subgroup of D of 
exponent p, and with cyclic center Z(E). Therefore E is extra special. We have 
proved a) and ~). Statement fl) follows easily, and fi) is theorem 5.3.6 of [1]. 
Now K and all of its subgroups are monomial. Consider a chief series of N 
going through E and Z(E). Let XD Z(E) be a chief factor of N with E_9 X. Then 
X cannot be non-abelian. Suppose it were. Then X would be extra special and 
X/Z(E) would be a ramified chief section of N in the sense of [3]. This 
contradicts theorem 1.3 of [3] as N and all of its subgroups are monomial. 
Hence X is abelian. Take t ~ K \  N. Then Xfq X t is an abelian normal subgroup 
of K, xNxt=z(E)  and xxt<~K. Hence by Proposition 1.c), XX t is extra 
special. Write R1 =XX t. Then lemma 5.4.6 of [1] yields that E=R1CE(R1). So 
CE(R1) <~K, and CE(R1)c_ Z(R1) or otherwise CE(R1) is extra special (by using 
Proposition 1.c) again, whence Z(RI)=Z(CE(R1))=Rlf3CE(R1)=Z(E)). 
Continuing in this fashion with CE(R~) we see that there are normal extra 
special subgroups R1, ..., R m of K and abelian normal subgroups X 1 ...... X m of 
N such that E=R1...Rm, R i=XiX  [, [Ri, Rj]={1 } for all i and j. Hence 
X1X2.. .X m is an abelian normal subgroup of N contained in E, being of order 
[Z (E) [~.  Write A=XI . . .X  m. Therefore E=AA t and this is the 
factorisation we need in the sequel. Both A and A t are normal abelian 
subgroups of N with A AA t = Z(E) .  
Any section of K is solvable. Hence the Frattini argument for Hall subgroups 
gives K=92K(L)E and N=92N(L)E=(9~N(L)A)E. Certainly K~RK(L) and 
N--/:92N(L) by definition of L. Let r~N(L)NE.  Then rqr -1 eL  for all qeL .  
Hence rqr- lq -1 eEAL  = {1}. Thus r centralizes L. As E= [E,L], it follows 
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that r ~ Z(E). Therefore ~N(L)A O E=A. Thus we have proved that the set of 
elements of [A,L] t constitutes a transversal of ?kN(L)A in ~N(L)E=N. Notice 
that also A = [A, L] × Z(E) by E = [E, L] and that [A, L] ,~ T~N(L)A. 
Now WE is homogeneous and WA = YI $ ... + Yp~, where the Yi are the 
pairwise inequivalent homogeneous constituents of W n and where p2b+l= 1E[. 
Notice that Yi, as representation module of A over the splitting field D: is a 
direct sum of isomorphic one-dimensional ~:A-modules. Precisely one of these 
modules, say Y1, has the property that [A,L] is represented trivially on it. 
(This is so, because Wz(E) is homogeneous, o that a set of representatives of 
irreducible 0ZA-submodules of the Yi, say 11 ..... Ip~, gives a complete set of 
pairwise non-isomorphic extensions of the irreducible nzZ(E)-submodule R of 
Wzte); this scheme holds by an analog to theorem V.16.14 of [2]). Now 
[A,L] .~9~N(L)A. This means that the inertia group IN(I1) of 11 in N contains 
~N(L)A. As [N:~N(L)A]=[At/Z(E)[=p b, see above, and as WA=YI+ 
...-~ Ypb, we just have that ~N(L)A =IN(I1). So Clifford's theorem ([2], 
Theorem V.17.3) tells you that Y1 is in fact an irreducible g:(9~N(L)A)- 
submodule of W~utL)A. As 9~N(L)~_Z(E), we have ~N(L)A=~N(L)[A,L]. 
Hence, as [A,L] is trivially represented on Y~, Y1]~(L) is an irreducible 
~N(L)-submodule of W~N(L ~. 
Take ue9~x(L)\~N(L). This is possible by Kg:N, K=~K(L)E, N=~N(L)E. 
Hence MN = W+ Wu satisfies Proposition 1.a). Moreover, 
AU= [A,L]U × Z(E)U= [AU, L u] × Z(E) = [AU, L] × Z(E). 
Then Y1 u is, analoguously as above, an irreducible F(~N(L)A U)-submodule of 
WU]~N(L)A,, on which [AU, L] is represented trivially, and so, again as above, 
~N(L)A~=~N(L)[A~,L] leads to the fact that YluI~u(L) is an irreducible 
FT~u(L)-submodule of Wul~d.r). As Z(E) is represented homogeneously on W 
and Wu, but not in an isomorphic way, see Proposition 1.b) and 1.c), it 
therefore holds that Y1 ~- YlU is an irreducible ~z~x(L)-submodule of M~K(L 3. 
We shall prove that it is non-singular. 
Consider (W-~ WU)A. The set {dld~ [A~,L]} is a full set of representatives 
of right cosets of ~N(L)A in N= ~N(L)E. So apply Clifford's theorem and we 
find that 
(W+ WU)A =(Y1 ~- ... + Ypb)~-(Y~u-~ ... -]- YpbU). 
For the sake of completeness, note that the module action ® of A on Wu is 
such that (Yiu)@a=(YiaU-l)u for all yi~ Yi, a~A. As W and Wu are 
represented ifferently by Z(E)c_Z(N), it follows that the homogeneous 
constituents of WA and of (WU)A are all pairwise not DZA-isomorphic to each 
other. Therefore the ~A-module Ylu~- ... -~ Ypbu is equal to the ~:A-module 
Y~*+ ... ~-Yp*e, to be defined as follows. Namely, as Wu=~W *, the dual 
module to W, by Proposition 1.a), it follows from [7], theorem 14, in 
connection to condition 10), that there exists also the following direct sum 
decomposition with respect o the symplectic form on M 
(WS~WU)A=(Y1 +Y~)A_...±(YpbS~ Y;+), 
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where Yi* is isomorphic to the dual of Yi, and such that, with respect o a 
certain basis, the matrix representation afforded by Yi*, is the inverse-transpose 
to that afforded by Yi, and such that Yi is not orthogonal to Yi*. All the 
Yl ..... Ypb, Y~ ..... Y~ are pairwise non-isomorphic I:A-submodules of 
(W~-WU)A. The D:A-modules YI* ..... Yff~ are permuted regularly and transi- 
tively by the elements of [AU, L], by multiplication on the right. Let y¢0 ,  
Y~ Y1. Then yu=y~'+ ... +y~b, the unique decomposition into elements 
yi*EYi*. Now (yu)(u-lau)=O,a)u=yu for all elements u-laue[A,L]U= 
= [A u, L]. Hence it follows that 
pb 
yu = ~ y~(u-laiu), 
i=1  
with y~'(u- l aiu ) = Yi* e Y*, a• e [A, L] u. In particular, Yl* ~e 0. Now dim~ Yi u = 
= dimy YI*, so that we have found that the map yu ~y{' yields an isomorphism 
of Y1 u and YI* as Be-vector spaces. Hence there are certainly elements in Y1 and 
Ylu making Y1-i-Ylu to an irreducible non-singular symplectic Y92K(L)- 
submodule of M~K(L ). Herewith the proof of Theorem 2 is complete, for we 
have proved a contradiction to condition 10), as 92K(L)-zeK by definition 
of Z. II 
§ 3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM FOR r~e2, CASE~e3)a) 
Here we have to classify the solvable groups K satisfying the following 
conditions imultaneously. See [3]. 
Let G be a group such that G/F(G)=K satisfies the conditions 1), 2), 4), 5) 
as in § 2 and also 
3') F(G) = F, where F is a normal extra special r-subgroup of G of exponent 
r, Z(G) = Z(F), F(G) = Cc(F/Z(F)) ,
6') K is a r'-group, 
7') any abelian normal subgroup of K is cyclic, 
8') []K: l]:r] ~ 1 (mod 2), where IK= ~r(e), /~ a primitive ]Kl{2,r},-root of unity. 
Again by [3] this amounts in classifying the solvable groups K such that 
all conditions 1), 2), 3'), 4), 5), 6'), 7'), 8') are fulfilled for K 
and such that 
9') there exists a non-singular symplectic faithful irreducible I~Ji-module M, 
and 
10') any irreducible IK/-/-submodule of M is totally isotropic for any proper 
subgroup H of K. 
The collection of these ten conditions called Hypothesis B. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let K satisfy Hypothesis B. Assume there exists N ,~K with 
IK/NI = 2. Then N is nilpotent. 
PROOF. Suppose on the contrary that N is not nilpotent. Then corollary 2.9 
of [3] yields O2,(N)~{1}. Hence in particular ND_Oz,(K)=Oz,(N)~{1 }. 
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Now, as N is not nilpotent, there exists a prime t such that Ot, t,(N) is not 
t-nilpotent. Write Et= [L, Or(N)], where Ot, t,(N ) =LOt(N ) with L some Hall 
t'-subgroup of Ot, c(N); L exists by the solvability of K. 
Suppose that t=2.  Then O2(N ) is not an abelian 2-group. For otherwise 
O2(N) would be a cyclic normal 2-subgroup of K, by condition 7'). But Aut 
(cyclic 2-group)= abelian 2-group, contradicting E 2 g: { 1 }. So indeed O2(N ) is 
not abelian. Then condition 7') implies that Oz(N) has all its characteristic 
abelian normal subgroups cyclic. Hence we can apply P. Hall's theorem 
III.13.10 of [2]. Now, if IIK1-3 (mod 4), then lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of [3] yield 
that O2(N ) has no elements of order 4, so that we have a contradiction to 
O2(N)'#: {1}. Thus we also have IlK[-= 1 (mod 4), and by lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 
of [3], O2(N) cannot contain quaternion subgroups of order 8. Following the 
contents of theorem III.13.10 of [2], it then follows that Oz(N) has to be a 
dihedral 2-group. However, as Aut (non-abelian dihedral 2-group)= 2-group, 
we find again a contradiction to {1} ¢E2 = [L, O2(N)]. 
Therefore it cannot be that t = 2 and so t has to be an odd prime. We assert 
that the following holds. The 2'-part of Z(N), i.e. O2,(Z(N)), is non-trivial, 
cyclic of odd order, inverted by any o e K \N ,  and 02,(Z(N)) contains every 
odd order abelian normal subgroup of K. Indeed, as O2,(N):~ { 1 }, see above, 
the solvability of K gives the existence of an abelian normal subgroup A g: { 1 } 
of K, contained in O2,(N). Then lemma 2.8 of [3] yields A c_ Z(N), just as IK 
is a splitting field for A. The symplectic module MA is not homogeneous for 
IAI ~ 1 (mod 2). Hence that lemma 2.8 gives also that any element o eK\N  
inverts A, whence O2,(Z(N)) too. 
We have now arrived at a point where we are able to follow the lines of part 
(b) of the proof of Theorem 2 almost verbatim, with E t in stead of E. It is 
certainly noteworthy to mention that we have to use the fact that IK is a splitting 
field for the extra special t-group E t and all of its subgroups. Finally we come 
in conflict to requirement 10'). 
Hence N is nilpotent. II 
PROPOSITION 4. Let K satisfy Hypothesis B. Then there exists at least one 
normal subgroup N of  K with ]K/N[ = 2. Any such N is nilpotent. I f  K is not 
nilpotent, then there exists precisely one N<K with IK/N[ =2. 
PROOF. That any such N has to be nilpotent, is just Proposition 3. If there 
are at least two such N, say N1 and N2, then K=N~N2 is nilpotent by lemma 
6.1.1 of [1]. The existence of at least one such Ncan be derived as follows. If 
K is a 2-group, then it is trivial. If K is not a 2-group, then lemma 2.10 of [3] 
gives the result. II 
THEOREM 5. Let K satisfy Hypothesis B. Assume that K is nilpotent. Then 
the following holds. 
(a) K is cyclic of order 4 if tlKI=3 (mod 4), 
(b) K is quaternion of  order 8 if IlK[- 1 (mod 4). 
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PROOF. It follows from [7], lemma 1 and [7], theorem 13, that K/K '  is a 
2-group. [Strictly speaking, that lemma 1 is only stated when char (IK)-1 
(mod 4) but is clear from the proof of that lemma that it holds also for any 
char (IK) - 1 (mod 2)]. Hence the assumption K nilpotent leads to that fact that 
K must be a 2-group. 
(a) Let ILK]-3 (mod 4). Then lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of [3] imply that K is a 
cyclic group of order 4 if K contains elements of order 4. If not, then it is well 
known that the 2-group K has to be an elementary abelian 2-group. Hence 
condition 7') yields K cyclic of order 2. This is not possible for M is an even 
dimensional symplectic vector space over IK = [Fr(8 ) = ~r" 
(b) Let l IKI--- 1 (mod 4). The 2-group K has all its abelian normal subgroups 
cyclic by condition 7'). Moreover K is a quaternion group of order 8 if K 
possesses a quaternion subgroup of order 8, by the lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of [3]. 
Therefore it remains to show what happens to K, if K does not contain 
quaternion subgroups of order 8. Following P. Hall's theorem III. 13.10 of [2], 
such a K satisfying condition 7'), has to be cyclic. Now, F/Z(F) has order r TM, 
say. F/Z(F) can be viewed as a faithful symplectic irreducible FrK-module. By 
[9], Corollary 2, [KI divides rm+ 1. Here IK= l:r(e)= ~r and so r m 1 (mod 4). 
Since iKI is a power of 2, it then follows that IKI = 2. Then, however, K cannot 
act irreducibly on the l:r-Vectorspace F/Z(F) of dimension 2m over Fr, and we 
have a contradiction. 1] 
REMARK. Observe that IIKJ-r (mod 4) by condition 8'). 
THEOREM 6. Let K satisfy Hypothesis B. Assume that K is not nilpotent. 
Then char (IK)= 1 (mod 4) and 
K-  =- (x, UIX 4 = 1 = u k, xux-  1 = u- 1 ), 
k oddprime, k~r ,  ordk(r ) is odd. 
PROOF. It follows from [7] lemma 1, [7] theorem 13, and Proposition 4 of 
this paper, that not only K/K'  is a 2-group but even that K/K '  is a cyclic 
2-group. Moreover Proposition 4 yields the existence of a unique nilpotent 
normal subgroup N with [K/N[ =2, N3_K'. 
c0 Let [IK]-3 (mod 4). Then lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of [3] imply that K does 
not have elements of order 4, so that finally N=K'=O2(K)=OE,(K).  It 
follows then, just as it is done in part (a) of the proof of Theorem 2, that N 
is cyclic. Hence we have reduced this case to what has been proved in part 3) 
of the proof of theorem 1 of [6]. The outcome is that such a K does not exist. 
fl) Let ]IK[=I (mod 4). We have 02(K)=OE(N)C_K'. As N is nilpotent, 
O2(N) = O2,(N). Hence O2(K) = O2,(N) = O2,(K). By assumption { 1 } :~ O2(K) = 
= O2,(K). Just as it is done in part (a) of the proof of Theorem 2, the nilpotent 
normal subgroup O2,(K) of K has to be cyclic. Indeed, notice that any cyclic 
normal subgroup of K of odd order has to be inverted by any element t eK \N ,  
following the beginning of the proof of lemma 2.10 of [3]. Thus now K is 
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metacyclic. Let (u)=Oz,(K),  (x) a Sylow 2-subgroup of K; whence 
(x)~K/Oz,(K) .  Moreover it holds that xux- l=u -1. Let tul=m, ]xl=2L 
a>_l. We have (xE)=Z(N)=Z(K) .  Assume that 412 a- l ,  i.e. N contains a 
subgroup X of N, which is central in K, of order 4. Hence Mx is homogeneous, 
so the (isomorphic) irreducible IKX-submodules of M are self-dual and faithful. 
Since here I IKI- r -  1 (mod 4), see the Remark above, it follows that IK contains 
primitive 4th-roots of unity. Hence dimiK Y= I, for any irreducible ILX- 
submodule Y of Mx. Again Y is faithful. Thus ox= oo9, with v ~ Y, o9 ~ tK, 
o94= i, o924:1. However, Y is self-dual, whence o9=o9-1 and we have a 
contradiction. So the order of x is 2 or 4. 
Now suppose that K'--- Oz,(K) contains a non-trivial subgroup U of prime 
order k. Since K'  is cyclic, U<~K. Consider Mu. By the proof of lemma 2.8 of 
[3], it follows that Mu=Llq-L2, where L I~L  2, L i a homogeneous IKU- 
submodule of M. Hence N is the inertia group in K of both L 1 and L 2 and so 
L 1 and L 2 are irreducible I(,N-submodules of M. Now N is cyclic and IK is a 
splitting field for Nand all of its subgroups by 8'). {Notice that 4 )f INI}. This 
yields dim~K Z i = 1 for the I(-3V-modules L i. Therefore the L i are in fact the only 
existing irreducible IKU-submodules of M. The module M(~; u> is completely 
reducible as (char tK, [KI)= 1, see condition 6'). Let B be an irreducible 
IK(x, U)-submodule of M<a; u>. Since (x, U) is not contained in the inertia 
group of L1 in K, it therefore not only holds that B w contains ome L i but that 
even By=L1SLz .  Hence M(~;cr> =B. Then condition 10') gives subsequently 
that K= (x, U).  
Next we shall prove that the order of x is 4. Indeed, suppose that Ix[ = 2. Then 
K= (x, U)c_ Sp(2, IK). Since IlK]---1 (mod 4), a direct calculation shows that 
is the only involution in Sp(2, IK). So xeZ(K) ,  a contradiction. Hence Ixl = 4. 
To close with we use condition 8'). Hence, as ordg(r) divides [tK: Fr], it follows 
that ordk(r ) is odd. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is complete, whence the proof of the Main Theorem 
is complete too. [l 
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